
Science Fiction Quotes 

 

1. “Science fiction has never really aimed to tell us when we might reach other planets, or 

develop new technologies, or meet aliens. SF speculates about why we might want to do 

these things, and how their consequences might affect our lives and our planet.” - John 

Clute 

 

2. “Remember, science fiction's always been the kind of first level alert to think about 

things to come. It's easier for an audience to take warnings from sci-fi without feeling 

that we're preaching to them. Every science fiction movie I have ever seen, any one that's 

worth its weight in celluloid, warns us about things that ultimately come true.” - Steven 

Spielberg  

 

3. “Science fiction is the most important literature in the history of the world, because it's 

the history of ideas, the history of our civilization birthing itself. ...Science fiction is 

central to everything we've ever done, and people who make fun of science fiction writers 

don't know what they're talking about.”  - Ray Bradbury 
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